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Abstract
Background. Response Evaluation Criteria In Solid Tumors (RECIST) and WHO-criteria are used to evaluate treatment 
effects in clinical trials. The purpose of this study was to examine interobserver and intraobserver variations in radio-
logical response assessment using these criteria.  Material and methods. Thirty-nine patients were eligible. Each patient ’s
series of CT images were reviewed. Each patient was classifi ed into one of four categories according RECIST and WHO-
criteria. To examine interobserver variation, response classifi cations were independently obtained by two radiologists. One 
radiologist repeated the procedure on two additional different occasions to examine intraobserver variation. Kappa sta-
tistics was applied to examine agreement.  Results. Interobserver variation using RECIST and WHO-criteria were 0.53 
(95% CI 0.33 –0.72) and 0.60 (0.39 –0.80), respectively. Response rates (RR) according to RECIST obtained by reader 
A and reader B were 33% and 21%, respectively. RR according to WHO-criteria obtained by reader A and reader B were 
33% and 23% respectively. Intraobserver variation using RECIST and WHO-criteria ranged between 0.76 –0.96 and 
0.86–0.91, respectively.  Conclusion. Radiological tumor response evaluation according to RECIST and WHO-criteria are 
subject to considerable inter- and intraobserver variability. Efforts are necessary to reduce inconsistencies from current 
response evaluation criteria. 
Clinical trials are mandatory in the evaluation of new 
tumor treatments. A commonly studied indicator of 
the effect of an instituted therapy is the change of size 
of the malignant lesion(s). This is often assessed and 
quantifi ed by various radiological techniques. A high 
accuracy and reproducibility are, for obvious reasons, 
necessary in order to achieve a meaningful evaluation 
of such studies. 

In order to reduce the confusion caused by vari-
ous methods used ad hoc for therapy evaluation of 
solid tumors with radiological methods, the World 
Health Organization criteria (WHO-criteria) were 
described in 1979 [1]. As an extension and modifi ca-
tion of these defi nitions, the Response Evaluation 
Criteria In Solid Tumors (RECIST) were published 
ISSN 0284-186X print/ISSN 1651-226X online © 2010 Informa UK Ltd. (In
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in 2000 [2]. The RECIST has become dominating 
[3]; an updated version was published as RECIST 
1.1 in 2009 [4]. Using these criteria, the therapy 
response is assessed by measuring tumor size before, 
during and after the treatment. 

Many studies have compared two or three differ-
ent measurements; RECIST (1-dimensional), WHO-
criteria (2-dimensional), and volume (3-dimensional) 
measurements with various  ad hoc techniques, and 
discussed the appropriate measurement for evalua-
tion [2,5 –10]. No previous study has evaluated inter- 
and intraobserver variability when a reader is 
confronted with a series of radiological images hav-
ing to select and measure target lesions from various 
organs for evaluation. 
forma Healthcare, Taylor & Francis AS)
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The purpose of this study was to examine the 
intra- and interobserver agreement at evaluations 
using both criteria. This was made by independent 
classifi cations of two different radiologists reading 
the same CT-studies, and by repeated readings of the 
same CT-studies by one radiologist, retrospectively. 

Material and methods 

This principally retrospective study was regarded as 
quality control by the local ethics committee why no 
patient information or consent in addition to the 
original trials was required. 

The study was carried out using series of CT-
examinations previously included in nine clinical tri-
als of various anti-neoplastic treatments. Patients 
were eligible to the study if they fulfi lled the following 
criteria:(1) included in a clinical trial, using conven-
tional chemotherapy, without hormonal therapy or 
targeted agents and using RECIST as principle eval-
uation criteria between 2004 and 2005, (2) having all 
CT studies, from the baseline until drop-out or at 
January 31, 2006, i.e. the closing date of the study. 

All CT-images were archived and reviewed on our 
institutional Picture Archiving and Communication 
Systems (PACS) (SECTRA, Link öping, Sweden). A 
total of 39 patients were studied. The study design is 
shown in Figure 1. One patient was included in two 
different trials with an interval of fi ve months, and 
regarded as two different individuals. Twenty-four 
patients had breast cancer and 15 had colorectal 
Nine Clinical Trials

Archived in PACS
39 cases

24 breast, 15 colorectal cancer

Reader A Reader B

Response evaluation 1st Response evaluation

Response evaluation 2nd 

Response evaluation 3rd 

Intraobserver
Agreement

Intraobserver
Agreement
cancer. The mean age was 56 years (range 40 –80)
and the median follow-up time was 139 days (range 
29–408). 

All series of CT images for each patient were 
retrieved and reanalyzed. Tumor sizes were measured 
using electronic calipers. No values or markers were 
left in the PACS between the evaluations. 

Two board certifi ed radiologists with considerable 
experience of RECIST read the examinations (C.S. 
and M.T., denoted A and B, respectively). Both read-
ers performed the same assessment procedure inde-
pendently being blinded to each others results and 
clinical information of the individual patient. Each 
reader reviewed the series of CT-examinations from 
inclusion until the reader judged the patient showing 
progressive disease (PD) or until January 31, 2006. 
The reader selected target lesions and measured the 
longest diameter (LD) in the axial plane following 
RECIST. Simultaneously, the perpendicular longest 
diameter of the target lesion was obtained to allow 
response evaluation according to the WHO-criteria. 
Changes of tumor size as well as appearance of new 
lesion(s) and/or progression of non-target lesions were 
monitored. Finally each patient was classifi ed into one 
of four categories: complete response (CR), partial 
response (PR), stable disease (SD) or PD according to 
the RECIST and WHO-criteria, respectively. A patient 
was classifi ed as PD according to WHO-criteria if the 
sum of the products of LD and perpendicular LD 
increased 25% and more in one or more target lesion, 
which differs from RECIST ’s defi nition: 20% and 
more increase of the sum of LDs. When tumor response 
was classifi ed as PD, the reason for this classifi cation 
was noted as either: (1) increase in size of target lesions 
or (2) appearance of new lesion(s) and/or progression 
of non-target lesions. Objective response rate was 
defi ned as the percentage of the sum of CR and PR, 
those who were considered as  “responder”, in relation 
to all patients: (CR �PR)/all patients. Reader A repeated 
the above-mentioned procedure on two additional 
occasions with at least a six-week interval (Figure 1). 

Statistical analyses 

Wilcoxon matched pairs test was used to compare 
the number of selected target lesions by the readers. 
Friedman ANOVA by ranks was used to compare 
the number of selected target lesions among three 
repeated evaluations by reader A. 

Kappa analysis was performed to evaluate inter-
observer and intraobserver agreements and to evalu-
ate agreements between RECIST and WHO-criteria 
for each reader (Figure 1). Kappa values above 0.81, 
0.61–0.8, 0.41 –0.60, 0.21 –0.40, and 0 –0.2 indicated 
almost perfect, substantial, moderate, fair and slight 
agreements, respectively [11]. 
Figure 1. Scheme of the study.
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A value of p �0.05 was considered a statistically 
signifi cant difference. 

Statistical analysis was performed using StatXact 
4 (CYTEL Software Corporation, Cambridge, MA, 
USA). 

Results

Image interpretation 

As shown in Figure 2, the number of CT-examina-
tions chosen for response evaluation was different 
between the readers. This was mainly because of 
inconsistency in judging the same patient as PD at 
the same time. Reader B excluded one patient from 
the evaluation because of the absence of target 
lesions. 

Figure 3 shows the numbers of selected target 
lesions. Statistically signifi cant differences were 
demonstrated in the number of selected liver 
metastases, lymph node metastases, metastases in 
other organs and totally. 
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A total of 109 liver metastases were altogether 
selected by the readers. Seventy-one of the 109 liver 
metastases were different. Likewise, 10/35 lung 
metastases, 43/59 lymph node metastases, 13/16 
other organ metastases and in total 137 of 219 metas-
tases were differently selected by the readers. On the 
other hand, the readers selected identical lesions in 
fi ve of 39 patients, these patients showed relatively 
few lesions; median 3. It was common that even 
though two readers selected the same lesion, the way 
of measurement was different (Figure 4). 

Agreement in response evaluation 

Figure 5 shows kappa coeffi cient values with 95% CI 
of interobserver agreement and intraobserver agree-
ment. Interobserver agreement remained to be moder-
ate and was generally lower than intraobserver 
agreement, which tended to be substantial to perfect. 

Thirteen of 39 patients were differently classifi ed 
by the readers according to RECIST (Table I, and 
10 of 39 patients were differently classifi ed according 
Figure 2. Number of CT examinations used for RECIST evaluation by reader A 1st and reader B. Each patient was followed from inclusion 
until when PD was demonstrated on CT or closing date of current study. Since reader B did not considered that patient No. 21 had any 
measurable lesion, radiological response evaluation was not performed in this case.
Reader A-2nd

Reader B

p=0.0004

p=0.007

p=0.0009

0.02

p=0.02

ph node Other Total
Figure 3.  The number of target lesions selected by reader A and by reader B. 
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to WHO-criteria (Table II). Response rates (RR) 
according to RECIST were 33% by reader A and 
21% by reader B. RR according to WHO-criteria 
were 33% by reader A and 23% by reader B. 

Interobserver agreement in the detection of new 
lesion(s) and progression of non-target lesions was 
moderate,  κ � 0.50 (0.28 –0.73) (Figure 5, Table III). 
Even among fi ve patients whose target lesions were 
identical between the two readers, patients were judged 
differently mainly because inconsistency in interpreta-
tion of new lesions and progression of non-target 
lesions (Figure 6). Seven of 39 patients had received 
completely opposite evaluation regarding PD or not. 

Intraobserver agreements in the detection of new 
lesion(s) or progression of non-target lesions ranged 
substantial to perfect (Table III). 

Comparison to clinical judgment 

Reader A evaluated falsely four patients and reader 
B evaluated falsely nine patients as PD, when patients 
were considered free from progression clinically. 

Discussion

In order to allow adequate analyses in the evaluation 
of clinical trials, quantitative information is required. 
Table I. Joint judgments of two readers regarding tumor responses 
according to RECIST. 

Reader A

CR PR SD PD Excluded Total

Reader B CR 2  2
PR  5  1  6
SD  5 6  5 16
PD 1 13 14
Excluded  1  1
Total 2 11 7 19 0 39

Notes: CR: complete response, PR: partial response, SD: stable 
disease, PD: progressive disease. 
Figure 4.  Possible cause for inconsistency; difference in 
measurement.  A 62-year-old patient with retrosternal lymph 
node metastasis (arrow) before (a and b) and after therapy (c). 
Figure (a) and (b) represent two consecutive sections at the 
baseline study. If the tumor was measured as shown in (a), the 
patient will be classifi ed as SD. On the other hand, if the same 
lesion was measured as shown in (b), the patient will be classifi ed 
as PR.
0.94 1 1 1 0.89 1 0.87

0.59 0.8 0.78 0.71 0.49 1 0.51

0.76 0.91 0.91 0.86 0.69 1 0.69

 vs 1st1st vs 2nd 2nd vs 3rd 3rd vs 1st 1st vs 2nd 2nd vs 3rd 3rd vs 1st

WHO New lesion, Non-target lesion

Intraobserver Agreement (reader A)
Figure 5. Non-weighted kappa coeffi cient value and corresponding 95% confi dence interval (CI) for agreement.
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a.

b.
The current study deals with the conversion of the 
analogous information provided by the radiological 
studies into digital data which thereafter seldomly is 
questioned. Numerical information tends to appear 
very precise but cannot be more exact than how they 
are achieved. The WHO and RECIST-criteria were set 
up in order to make such conversions in a strict and 
standardized way. The crucial, but subjective steps, 
when a lesion is selected and thereafter measured have, 
however, surprisingly little been called in question. 

The study showed signifi cant inconsistencies 
between readers in the selection, in the measurement 
of the lesions as well as in tracking new lesions and 
in the attention of non-target lesions. This leads to 
considerable discrepancies in response evaluation 
using both WHO and RECIST-criteria despite stan-
dardized conditions on how to make the evaluations. 
The possible effects of these fi ndings on the reliabil-
ity of clinical trials are obvious. 

The study is based on a restricted number of 
observations and on a heterogenous patient group 
why it must be regarded as a pilot study having to be 
repeated in larger materials and at other institutions. 
Nevertheless, and especially considering these limita-
tions, the inconsistency of how lesions are selected, 
measured and interpreted between different readers 
is an imp ortant fi nding. Intraobserver agreement 
tended in general to be better than the interobserver 
agreement. This might be because the constancies in 
lesion selection, measurement and fi nding new lesion 
increased during repetition of evaluation, hence ran-
dom errors decreased. This also indicates, on the 
other hand, a risk of underestimation of intraobserver 
inconsistency. Outside this, we could not fi nd any 
systematic difference between the readers. Two radi-
ologists with equivalent experience performed all 
evaluations using the same criteria and the same 
workstation. 

There are emerging measurement software tools 
and values with intent to reduce both systematic and 
random error in the measurement of target of lesions 
[9,10,12–16]. Yet, it is questionable how much the 
measurement itself contributes to the consistency. 
This can be questioned considering almost perfect 
agreement in reader A ’s 2 nd and 3 rd evaluation in our 
study. On the other hand, little has been done to 
focus on the selection and the fi nding of new lesions 
Table II. Joint judgments of two readers regarding tumor responses 
according to WHO-criteria.

Reader A

CR PR SD PD Excluded Total

Reader B CR 2  2
PR  6  1  7
SD  3 3  3  9
PD  1 1 18 20
Excluded  1  1
Total 2 11 4 22 0 39

Notes: CR: complete response, PR: partial response, SD: stable 
disease, PD: progressive disease.
Table III. Joint judgments of two readers regarding detection of new lesions and/or progression of non-target lesions.

Reader A

PD new/non PD target Not-PD Excluded Total

Reader B PD new/non  8 1  1 10
PD target  2 2  4
Not-PD  6 18 24
Excluded  1  1
Total 16 3 20 0 39

Notes: PD new/non: progressive disease because of appearance of new lesions and/or progression of non-target lesions.
PD target: progressive disease because of increasing size of target lesion without new lesion or progression of non-target lesion.
Figure 6.  Possible cause for inconsistency;  “new lesion ”.A 50-year-
old patient with multiple liver metastases at the baseline study (a). 
After seven cycles of treatment, a low-attenuation lesion was 
depicted adjacent to the known metastases (arrow in b). Reader 
A interpreted this lesion as a  “new lesion ” indicating progressive 
disease (PD) regardless decrease size of other metastases, while 
reader B interpreted this lesion existed at baseline and classifi ed 
as partial response (PR). 
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and the progression of non-target lesions. This might 
be because of diffi culties to deal with random error. 

A challenge highlighted by this study is how to 
select lesions in a consistent way. Reducing the num-
ber of target-lesions as suggested by several retrospec-
tive studies may have negative impact on consistency 
[4,17–19]. This is because the contribution of a single 
lesion to the response evaluation increases when the 
number of lesions is reduced. It remains doubtful that 
only one or two arbitrary selected lesions can repre-
sent a patient ’s true response. 

Possible improvements to increase consistency in 
the evaluations may be parallel readings or consensus 
readings by two or several radiologists or repeated 
readings by the same individual. This would, how-
ever, increase the cost and time for clinical trials 
already encumbered with such problems [3]. Another 
way of solving these problems may be that more 
detailed guidelines are added to the respective crite-
ria. In a large perspective, however, these problems 
may be improved by emerging techniques. 

In conclusion, the WHO and RECIST-criteria are 
indispensable to analyze important surrogate indica-
tors such as response rate and progression-free sur-
vival in clinical trials. However this study casts doubt 
on consistencies in evaluations using the criteria. 
Efforts to minimize possible source of random errors 
and inconsistencies are required. 
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